Seven Sororities Hold Formal Initiation Rites

Ceremonies Held Friday to Tuesday; Followed By Banquets

Pledges of the seven sororities of Middlebury College were initiated last weekend. Ceremonies were held Friday through Tuesday by the different sororities.

Each sorority followed its formal initiation rites in a different room. These banquets were attended by all members and the sorority guests.

The following is a list of the initiates from the seven sororities.

Alpha Xi Delta

Saturday afternoon the Alpha Pi chapter of Alpha Xi Delta held formal initiation rites on its campus.

The five girls initiated from this group in 1943 include Grace E. Barry, Ann C. T. Fow, L. Emer, Lois B. Gregory, and Margaret W. Thommen.

The Omega chapter of Alpha Xi Delta held initiation rites on Sunday afternoon. The group of girls taken into the sorority is composed of Jennifer Butler, 31; Hope Borden, 31; Sallie, Lois A. Grinn, Dorothy E. Miller, Alice G. Miller, and Mary A. Pettit.

The Alpha Kappa chapter of Alpha Xi Delta initiated new members in the auditorium of the college on Sunday afternoon. The group of girls taken into the sorority is composed of Girard 32, Cloyd 32, Marth 32, and Patricia 32.

The Kappa Kappa Gamma chapter of Alpha Xi Delta initiated new members on Sunday afternoon. The group of girls taken into the sorority is composed of Marjorie B. Bland, 32, and Mary A. Pettit.

B. K. And S. P. E. Complete Initiations

Formal Banquets Held on Sunday; B. K. Tables in Seven, S. P. E. Twelve

Round out the 1939 period of formal initiations, the fall semester fraternities were the initiates and banquets of the Beta Kappa and Sigma Phi Epsilon chapters took place last Sunday, seven members of the class of 1942 being initiated into the社会 hygiene fraternity while Sigma Phi Epsilon initiated eleven.

The Sigma Phi Epsilon banquet held at the home featured speeches by President Walter H. Hendricks and Harry T. Emmans while the Beta Kappa banquet was held at the Middlebury Inn.

The following is a list of the initiates from the two groups:

Beta Kappa

Carl E. Conklin, William P. Clark, Robert T. Fow, Charles R. Butcher, Robert J. Ricker, Augustus A. Rose, Robert D. Williams, all of the class of 1942.

Sigma Phi Epsilon


GOVERNOR GEORGE Aiken will be the first officer of the women's forum of the Greek March 1 at dinner in Forest hall east. The entire dining room will be given over to members of the organization.

"Food Control" will be the topic of the governor's half-hour address addressed to the forum dinner. He will sit at a special speaker's table which will include Dean Aiken, Mrs. Walter H. Hendricks, the forum officers, Miss Jean Dodge of 32, D. Diane Acker 30, program chairman as in charge of this meeting. Carol A. Minor 32, president, Jean M. Smeyers 32, treasurers and Patricia A. Rose 32, secretary, are the other officers of the women's forum. Banquet sets will be placed on the dining room tables for those who wish to attend the Forum dinner.

B. K. And S. P. E. Complete Initiations

Formal Banquets Held on Sunday; B. K. Tables in Seven, S. P. E. Twelve

Don Preble's Night Hawks To Provide Music from Five to Midnight at Ball

An annual appearance of the Middlebury orchestra is expected tonight, when Don Preble's Night Hawks, who played at the Eclectic's and the President's ball, will take the affirmative side of the question. The women's debate team will be "The Night of January 16," a hotly debated subject, which discussion is to be given at the Playhouse Thursday and Friday nights, March 9 and 10.

The play, which involves a murder and a large cast which includes Tallow F. Harrell 40 as the judge; Virginia A. Green 40 as the defense attorney; William Botter Jr. 39 as the clerk of the court, and Audie H. Wohler 40 as the defendant. There is also a group of witnesses in the case.

The scene of the play will be the drawing of a jury from the audience. They will witness the play as real juries from the juries box on the stage and bring their own verdict at the end of the play. There is no

COMBINED GLEE CLUBS


Kleinman, C. Miller, Briggs, Caldwell, Manning, Dunning, Marsh, Matthews, Lewis, M. Hall.

STUDENT TO FEATURE BUYER'S EDUCATION

Home Economic Classes Will Hold Tea: Exhibits In Forest Recreation Hall

Several classes of students in Home Economics will hold a "tea" and "exhibit" on Saturday morning in Forest recreation room. From 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. and from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m., the home economics building will be open to all students who wish to attend; admission will be by ticket only.

Ten will be served by the students in Home Economics 11 and 13, and the recreation room will be lined with booths displaying home economics equipment. Exhibits by the students of Home Economics 41 and 42.

One group of exhibits will be as consumer education and will be displayed in one of the smaller rooms for the instruction of the public. There will be ten exhibits, each one consisting of charts and concrete materials, and dealing with follow-up work. The students actually made coats, ready made dresses, paper cutting sheets, and dress shoes. There will also be a foundation for a large display of the following materials, bath towels, gloves, tables, etc. They also made and sold in synthetic materials.

Students who wish to attend will also be an exhibit of dresses. Some of these will be dresses which the students made themselves. In many cases the students have also been designed by the students.

These dresses will not be modeled in this activity, but each one will be displayed, and each that each will be numbered and indexed on the display, so that the customers may easily identify them.
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ASSUMED INTELLIGENCE

It was considered humorous that the student body should be thought to be seriously menaced by the red flag waving on Chapel hill. Red flags do not suggest bad people, as they seem to suggest in the Jewish community as a whole, where red flags mean certain things. But unfortunately college students are not yet ready to greet un

Midd Students To Attend Conference

Wesleyan Parley Will Deal With American Foreign Policy

A Midweek parley will be held on Wednesday at 7:30 p.m., in the parlor room of the Commons, according to Dr. John H. Parter,

DEANS' LIST

ADVERTISING MANAGER

ALUMNI NOTES

Charlotte Cultur is studying at the University of Columbia under the direction of Mr. Edward Zeller.

First Additional Class Will Be Held Daily

Mountain Club Is Sponsor Of Twenty Hour Course Lasting for Two Weeks

Edward Verbeke '31 is sales manager for the Thompson & Commercy Biscuit Company of Worcester, Mass. He is also the manager of a branch of the company in 435 Lowell St., Worcester, Mass. He has been with the company for three years. Mrs. Robert W. Hunt, '38, is a residential manager of the company in 142 West St., New York City. Home address: Fairview Ave., Colebrook, N. H.

Willard B. Eustman, 23, is employed by the state police department, Ritzville, Idaho. Mrs. M. Flora Euston, '24, is the manager of a F. W. Woolworth Co. store in 143 Center St., Concord, N. H.

Walter H. Despain, 30, is a salesman for the bargain department of Miss Mary White of Honolulu, Hawaii.

Charles W. Dundas, '12, is a lawyer with the U. S. Arm. A. in charge of the legal division of the War college at Newport, R. I.

Raymond W. Anderson is employed as a research officer in the engineering of Miss Barbara Wilson, '36, is a laboratory assistant at the laboratory of the Boston University school of medicine. Robert W. Hunt, 27, is the manager of the Thompson & Commercy Biscuit Company of Worcester, Mass.
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Stanley Lary Will Interview Students

Vocational Guidance Head Plans Middletown Visit
Next Monday, Tuesday

In accordance with its policy of voca-
tional guidance, the college will have interviews on Monday and Tuesday for Mr. Stan-
ley C. Lary, Director of the Bureau of Education and Vocations of the Un-
iversity of Virginia. Mr. Lary is to visit the college to interview several students interested in vocational help. He is to be in Middletown on Sunday except for a short period on Monday afternoon when he will return to New York to attend a meeting of the executive committee of the American Vocational Association.

Mr. Lary is a graduate of Bates college, and has been in education for 20 years, the last 16 at Harvard, M. L. T. and Columbus. Be-
tore taking up his work at the University of Virginia he lectured in the North for ten years with the Federal board for Voc-
ational Education.

At the club he has maintained con-
tact with prominent educators and business leaders, organized conferences in which they and hundreds of the se-
cond generation of teachers he has taught and participated and he has personally communicated to thousands of college students. Besides holding individual interviews with students, Mr. Lary will have two general interviews in the early hours of the senior class, Mr. Lary will take part. These will be held in the dining hall and in the auditorium, and will last for a short period. He will also be at the college to give two general addresses, one at 8 p.m., and one at 10 p.m.

Personnel Offer Offices

Information on Vocations

Senior men interested in merchandising

and salesmen in New York, according to

Mr. Lary, should apply to him for infor-
mation on the positions for which ap-
pliances may be made, salary offered, etc.

Mr. Lary is available for interviews.

The club will pay for the trip to New York.

Mr. Lary's office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., and he will be in the club for an hour of that time.

The club will pay for the trip to New York.

Mr. Lary's office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., and he will be in the club for an hour of that time.

The club will pay for the trip to New York.
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Rey Holden Talks
On "Ivy Tower"

Vesper's Speech Stress, How to Overcome
Of More Abundant Life

Ber. Edwin R. Holden of Utica, N.Y., addressed the student body at the ves-
per of the College, talking on the subject of the title. "Ivy tower" attitude of life.

Mr. Holden opened his talk by talking of an incident in the life of a young
woman. He said that it is easy to be moral if there is no temptation, but to
deeper the soul and face the tasks of life is another story.

Mr. Holden said that the "Ivy tower" attitude is not to be despised, but it is not
the right attitude.

Mr. Holden's talk was a call for a more balanced life, a life that is not just for
oneself, but for others also.

The English Club Will Hear
Lecture by Dr. Kaiser

Dr. Charles R. Kaiser, assistant professor of philosophy at the University of
California, will address the English Club this afternoon at 4 p.m.

Dr. Kaiser is known for his work in the field of ethics and his recent book, "Ethics in
the Modern World." The lecture will cover some of the topics discussed in his book and
will be of interest to anyone with an interest in ethical philosophy.

Drama Department
Gives Three Plays

Student Directors Present Art Productions
At Playhouse Friday Night

Student-directed plays presented Friday night at the playhouse offer a vary-
sion of art. The directors of the plays are members of the class of 1962.

Arnold Bennett's play "Stepmother," directed by Betty Hargrove '62, tells the
story of a young woman who is forced to take care of her stepmother after her
father's death. The play explores themes of love, sacrifice, and redemption.

"Flower Girl," directed by Robert Roper '62, is a comedy about a young
woman who is forced to become the breadwinner for her family after her
father's death. The play features a number of humorous and heartwarming
moments.

CAMPUS Theatre
"HOUSE OF HITS"
Matinee Daily 3 p.m., Sat. 5 p.m.
EVE - SHOWS 7:30 p.m.

WED. THURS. FRI. MAR. 1
LOUISE HAYWARD
TOM BROWN
JOAN FONTAINE
"Duke Of West Point"
SAT. 
2 BIG-HITS
RICHARD GREENE
NANCY KELLY
"Submarine Peril"
MON. TUES. WED. MAR. 4
"Tom Sawyer Detective"
SAT. 
3-1/2-HITS
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Sports Editor

Off Side

By Hawky

MAT 1—March, the month of wind we feel, and whipping homes for vaca-
tion, is here in no small measure mad-
vacuum. The road to Middlebury has
fallen out and like a lamb" and March
which has come we have witnessed the
shift of the faithful and the quiet re-
call to the past. The road to Middle-
bury for home has been crowded with
a demand at local emporiums for top
coats and rayons. We have witnessed
the pocketbook of local merchants.

With the passing of February also came the end of the local soccer
season until we well into April. With this in mind the possibilities of encounter-
ners both bad and good, the same new
warded away mild record books and
record blank. Some of the players look
forward to a bit of history and few from the crasher's back.

The orchids of the snow season, no
doubt, must be nicely teased to the skidder-quest for individual Victory
Apples throughout the season and com-
pete with the Middlebury and Middletown
Cambrials. Standouts on this month's list
are the graduate Osgood Smith, and
Townsend. Local yokels will long remember Olga's Jigs of 110 and
112. It's no wonder that they are a forthright back. And to be of the grey of
the group is to be named a hundred for
whipping a calibre-A club together in a
book for six months.

"Second grade stands, by all camp-
pool polls, most full of substance and
hospitable to the queen of their active
together. As the hot sun flashed through
the night of Jan. 14. As the outstanding season, and the gas and oil done at the
hook of the shack of that year, that 38-37 count most true of all. To be a second
grade in small of the hot blast at a
sight. Whichever it was, it was turned
on by a few. It was the first of a com-
mentary likely to be a handicap to an
cry of eleven others. Whoever passed
through the door, and that was to be a
good shot, to drop one into the lap of the
painted surface.

On to other garlands and a pool
of gold. On to a rich display of the
reinvented intramural relay team for
two-class wins in twice as many starts. This
was the month of the 38-37 count
that was so to this year's first in
the second grade. It was the month in
which this was the club's most successful
season in years. With the winter months
several years back grabbed off the
Cambrials, Middlebury is a parade of
chanting songs. Much of Middlebury
combines (trophy case and all),
In the second grade, to
the colors and send an eye to the pictures on
the walls.

But, last not least, the ironman, Norman Good, third, or wearing of the
slippery surface, as the spirit moves us
to the third. Gallowing off with this
wants for fifteen starts, the club doesn't
carry a worrier's Series proportions.
However, they've got the legs. The
Capt. Wyman, whose love of the
Grip of the Old Timers and Nick Darity,
was the first and indeed was the mo
coldest of all the winter months.
As center ice, the club suffered loss of
several of its leading players. But the
were the vets and hangy the
campus cage. Middlebury has a bright
fresh from fresh startles into the knee
and slammed the tide of defeat. This
will always remain as a warning of the
most sport flashes and flashes
being brought.

And, we've trooked through a few of
a whole month. The club's activities
in the spring sports have yet to show some
the beginning of the season. They are
concerned and to gentle reader, have
shown a healthy increase in the number
of encounters again hit the headlines, or
record blank. On the rise has been the
fuze or read "Perfidious" and put.

Chasing for chasing the diamond tuft and the cinder artists and
the first two columns, the net squad and

PANTHER B TEAM DROWNS SKI TEAM TO 43-11

Bowling to a strong Kinnikinick Union
battalion, the Panther team lost the meet held here last
weekend. The Panther team included Dick
Dobbs of West Hartford, Conn., Dave Goodell, Irving Townshend, Joseph W. W. Dean of Boston, Chas. H. Brown, Prof. Percy Peer-
ero, Prof. Bruno M. Schmidt, and Joe
R. Perry. In the meet, Coach Hubbert, Ben
Duryea, and Tom Dees in thirds, and Coach
A. coach, judged the jumping. The results
were: for three jumps, get McCollum, with 135;
Rogers, 160, and Hubbert, 130 for the four
jumpers. Middlebury's score was 135 for
the four jumpers.

The board track relay and the De-
avourian relay meet, containing altogether
intramural battlegrounds, met this
coming Friday.

Spring Trackmen Report To Practice

Experienced Men Now At Work Preparing For Meet

"April 15, the spring track season will start with a meet with Wesleyan.

The call for candidates for the track season is
will practice will start again. A few candidates, who have
been working through out street, mess, and hot, and out of and
out of and around Wesleyan, but
these have been just the runners.

In the weight-throwing events, and
the distance, coaches and athletes

U.V.M. In Final Tail

Beckman's Loss To U.V.M. In Final Tail

Last Saturday afternoon, Alpha
Beckman took on the Atlantic
handball, Paul Cushman and Roland
Brown and Joe Cushman and Richard Foley respectively. Joseph
C. C. Churchill, however, won these duels over Charles Brown and
Jack Brown, 7-1, 6-2, and 6-1.

The first round of the individual
battalion, which was in progress when
the week and the second round is scheduled
to get played early next week.

The board track relay and the De-
avourian relay meet, containing altogether
intramural battlegrounds, meet this
coming Friday.

Intramurals

"April 15, the spring track season will start with a meet with Wesleyan.

The call for candidates for the track season is
will practice will start again. A few candidates, who have
been working through out street, mess, and hot, and out of and
out of and around Wesleyan, but
these have been just the runners.

In the weight-throwing events, and
the distance, coaches and athletes

جائحة فيروس كورونا

"April 15, the spring track season will start with a meet with Wesleyan.

The call for candidates for the track season is
will practice will start again. A few candidates, who have
been working through out street, mess, and hot, and out of and
out of and around Wesleyan, but
these have been just the runners.

In the weight-throwing events, and
the distance, coaches and athletes

CANDIDATES FOR BATTERY POSTS TURN OUT EARLY

Although the snow is still on the
ground, the baseball season is just
around the corner and the calling out of Middlebury's bat-
tery candidates is not far off.

Mainstay of the Panther pitching
arm is the junior, Joe Cushman, who is captain of this year's nine. Cushman
all, a veteran, but had not played for
at all season and turned in a very

The Dartmouth caravan found a
Middlebury outfit that was the best
in the east, and taking a
back the
the country trip to California where
we
out of the...
Snowshoe Hike To be Held Tuesday

Overnight and Day Trips of Weekend Expect to Make
At Lincoln Warren Pass

William P. Herrmann '39 president of the Mountain Club, has announced - part of the schedule for the remaining activities of the outing organization. Competing the last winter program, is the mixed overnight snowshoe hike, and day ski hike, scheduled for this weekend. The overnight snowshoe hike which has not been on the club's list of activities for many years, will leave Saturday. The hikes will go to the base of Lincoln summit, where they will spend the night at the farmhouse of Henry Davis, and will proceed to the summit the following morning. Those who do not plan to spend most of the day taking advantage of the excellence in the weather and conditions and will later join the day ski hike at Lincoln Warren pass. Participants for the overnight hike are Prof. and Mrs. Benjamin Wiesner.

The day hike, as has been mentioned before, will go to Lincoln Warren pass. This may be the last ski hike of the season due to the fact that the coming spring thaws which are expected soon, will take most of the good snow away. Trucks will leave Butteville cottage at 8:30 Sunday morning. Price for members is sixty cents, for others seventy-five cents.

Prof. Wiesner expanded his ideas for the benefit of his listeners. His monetary theories and belief in using all available facilities, including the government, provided the essential element for discussion. He pointed out that this money could be used to pay our national debt and stimulate production and that it is for this reason that the government that the dangers of inflation come when industry is producing at capacity

Hepburn Social Hall Arranged To Provide Student Reading Facilities

In the field of poetry, Vera Teasdale's "Flame and Shadow" John Marter's "Collected Poems." Edwin Arlington Robinson's "Tristram," and an anthology, "The Oxford Book of Eighteenth Century Verse," are among the books from which to choose.

Donald Oden Stuart's "Perfect Behavior," or Stephen Leacock's "Laugh with Leacock" will be very appropriate if you are in a trivial, humorous mood. Among the collections of essays are "In Praise of Idleness and Other Essays" by Bertrand Russell and "This Unsimian World" by Claremont Day. "Graphic Design" by Field Heifer and "Beauty" by Parkhurst are interesting technical books on art subjects.

The selection of books will be changed every three or four months. These books, together with the new furniture and the two ping pong tables previously installed make Hepburn Social hall a logical and comfortable place to spend a spare hour.

Editor of 1940 Kildecoscope
Requests Carnival Pictures

James R. Akes '40, editor of the 1940 Kildecoscope, has announced that he will accept contributions of pictures taken of any of the activities of the Winter Carnival. These suitable for publishing will appear in the social activity section of the Kildecoscope.

Pictures will be on any phase of the Carnival and all contributions will be gladly received and acknowledged.

Also anyone having photographs of any Middlebury college athletic contest or of any Middlebury athlete or group of athletes who would like to have these pictures considered for the 1940 Kildecoscope please see Robert A. Martin '41 at the RPE house.

A Combination that Satisfies with a Capital S

Radio City's world-famous "Rockettes" and CHESTERFIELDS...two can't-be-copied combinations

There's skill and precision in the way the Rockettes dance and there's skill and precision in the way the mild ripe Chesterfield tobaccos are blended and proportioned to bring out the best in each. That's why Chesterfields are milder and taste better...that's why they'll give you more pleasure than any cigarette you ever smoked.

Copyright 1939, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.